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Hope and healing
There was so much to do and so much to look forward
to! Diane Neely had decided to retire early in May 2017 and
was making plans to travel, spend time with her family, focus on her health and get involved in volunteer work.
When she discovered a lump in her breast last year, all
those plans came to a halt.
“It felt like a big marble,” Neely says. “It was like it came
up overnight.”

Hope for victory
At Parkwest’s Comprehensive Breast Center, Neely underwent imaging to determine what the lump was. When
it became clear that it was cancer, radiologist Amanda
Squires, MD, approached the situation with a positive attitude, emphasizing the excellent outcomes for patients like
Neely.
“That was my first beacon of hope,” Neely says. “She’s
phenomenal.”
Neely says she got the same positive attitude from others. “The encouragement I received from the clinical professionals gave me the hope and the courage I needed. I
just clung to every word because they were the experts. I
felt like God gave me the perfect team.”

Cancer care on the cutting edge
After her biopsy, Neely went to surgeon Will Gibson,
MD, who delivered the news that Neely had triple negative
breast cancer. Cancer cells tested negative for estrogen receptors, progesterone receptors (PR), and Human Epidermal Growth Factor Receptor 2 (HER2-), and Neely knew
that meant options for treatment could be limited.
But “limited” isn’t a word commonly associated with
breast cancer treatment at Parkwest Medical Center. When
Neely’s chemotherapy was finished, Dr. Gibson performed
oncoplastic reconstruction, a surgical procedure that allows the cancer to be removed with minimal damage to the
breast.
“They are such kind, caring people, and they go above
and beyond,” Neely says of her surgeon and the hospital staff assisting him. “There’s not one person from the
housekeeper on up who didn’t introduce themselves and
ask how I was doing and what they could do for me. It’s just
amazing that they are so consistent.”

breast cancer like Neely’s, and can also be used during stereotactic body radiotherapy for lung cancer.

Surgeon Will Gibson, MD, gave Diane Neely
the worst and best news, first telling her
she had triple negative cancer, then after
treatment telling her she was cancer-free.

Going forward

good things to come out of it.”
Neely says the way her family rallied around her was
Neely also qualified for a clinical trial drug to reduce the incredible. Friends and cancer survivors came forward to
chances of the cancer coming back. Triple negative cancer offer a level of support she won’t soon forget.
is a threat, but with a multidisciplinary approach, the most
“And there’s a new joy that I didn’t have before,” Neely
comprehensive treatment and a team willing to fight for says. “I think there’s such a greater appreciation for being
Neely’s life, she has won her cancer war.
Take a deep breath
healthy. I’ve never taken that for granted, but now the walk
“I’m a control freak, so letting other people make deci- and the talk match.”
After chemotherapy and surgery, Neely underwent rasions is hard for me,” Neely says, “but they were the right
Neely compares having cancer to being on an emotional
diation therapy. She says she was comfortable that radiapeople.”
Ferris wheel that’s spinning out of control. Now that she’s
tion has proved over time to be an effective cancer treaton solid ground, she’s ready to start planning good things
ment. Before the treatments began, Neely learned in a
The best news
again.
support group that a new technique is available at Thomp“Each sunrise gives way to what new beginnings actuIn November 2017 Dr. Gibson had given Neely the worst
son Cancer Survival Center in downtown Knoxville. The
technique is called deep inspiration breath-hold. During news she had ever received, telling her she had triple nega- ally mean,” Neely says. “To fight a disease that could take
DIBH, patients undergoing radiation are given instruc- tive cancer. But months later, he was also the one who de- your life and win says to me that you have a cause and a
purpose greater than you have previously known.”
tion in how to take and hold deep breaths so the heart livered the good news that Neely was cancer-free.
To schedule a mammogram or for more information
“It’s been such a blessing to have these people take care
moves away from the chest, making radiation safer and
of me and fight for me and encourage me and walk with about Parkwest Comprehensive Breast Center, call (865)
more effective.
The technique is used primarily for treating left-sided me,” Neely says. “And it’s a hard walk, but there are a lot of 373-7010.

Staying in the fight
Parkwest surgeon discusses new procedure
and a proven standard
Many women struggle with fears about how cancer will affect their
physical appearance. Parkwest cancer surgeon Will Gibson, MD, says
there’s a relatively new technique that makes a lumpectomy less damaging.
“The technique is called oncoplastic reconstruction,”
Dr. Gibson says. “It involves repositioning nearby tissue
to fill and close the defect left behind when a tumor is
removed.” The procedure also involves placing incisions
carefully to minimize their visibility.
Dr. Gibson is affiliated with the American Society of
Breast Surgeons, an organization largely responsible for
taking the lead role in helping surgeons learn these new
Will Gibson,
techniques and then apply them for better cosmetic outMD
comes.
The number of surgeons who use oncoplastic reconstruction is small,
and it’s been around for only a few years. “It really minimizes any visible
defect at all,” Dr. Gibson says.

Yearly mammogram
Should you or shouldn’t you?

The necessity of annual mammograms after
age 50 has been the subject of some debate in
recent years. After seeing patients on a regular
basis who suffer the effects of breast cancer, Dr.
Gibson has formed a strong opinion.
“I cannot stress enough the importance of an
annual mammogram,” says Dr. Gibson. “Most
of the tumors we find are by mammogram, and
they’re found before a woman can even feel them.”
Early detection is often critical in a patient’s
chances for effective treatment and survival of
cancer. The earlier the tumor can be caught, the
less chance it has to spread. The smaller the tumor, the easier it is to remove.
“If you ask any physicians who are involved in
the day-to-day care of breast cancer, I don’t think

you will find any who support changing that standard from yearly mammograms to every other
year,” Dr. Gibson says.
Dr. Gibson believes a woman should never
think she’s too busy to make time for a screening that could save her life. For women who shy
away from mammograms because they’re afraid
of what the results might be, this doctor offers a
dose of reality.
“It takes courage to face these difficult diagnoses sometimes, but denial does not have good
long-term outcomes,” Dr. Gibson says. “Fortunately, we do have good techniques that lead to
good outcomes in the vast majority of cases, and
that’s especially true when cancer is diagnosed in
its early stages.”

Early detection is the best protection.
Schedule your mammogram today!
(865) 373-7010
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